
This thermostat allows the setting & 
monitoring of the house temperature 

from a smartphone or heating remote. In 
conjunction with the boiler switch, it can 

provide a fully customisable heating system 
that can be programmed and timed. 

Add a radiator valve or thermostat to monitor 
and set the temperature room by room from 
your smartphone.

Wireless movement 
sensors that are linked to 
LightwaveRF devices and 
switch on when movement is 
detected.

This unit can be 
connected to electric 
radiators. It allows 
them to be integrated 
into the home central 
heating system, 
programmed and 
remote controlled. 

Stylish, soft-start, retrofit 
dimmer switches in 4 
attractive finishes, that can 
be controlled manually or by 
using a smartphone, tablet or 
any LightwaveRF remote.

Control LightwaveRF devices remotely: 
dim lights, lock sockets or trigger scene 
lighting from anywhere in the home.

Measure your energy usage in real time on 
your smartphone or tablet from anywhere. 
Use LightwaveRF to turn off power hungry 
devices and reduce your energy bills.

The Lightwave 
Link allows any 
LightwaveRF 
device, such as 
dimmer switches, 
radiator valves or 
power sockets, 
to be controlled 
remotely by any 
smartphone or 
tablet at home or 
away.

Inline relays & dimmers 
can be used to drive 
gates, garage doors and 
curtains as well as large 
lighting circuits. They can 
be controlled from the 
app, a wire-free switch 
and handheld controllers.

A battery operated 
switch that can be used 
to operate any number 
of dimmers or other 
LightwaveRF devices. 
It is completely wireless 
and can be mounted 
anywhere.

Create custom scene 
lighting using a 
LightwaveRF mood 
lighting switch. It can turn 
groups of LightwaveRF 
receivers or devices, on 
or off, at the touch of a 
button.

Mood Lighting

Wire-free Switches

Inline Switching

Smartphone Control

Energy 
Monitoring Handheld 

Remotes

Zoned 
Heating

Remote Control Sockets

Infra-Red Sensors Electric SwitchRemote Control Dimmers
The magnetic trigger 
can be fitted to a 
window or door. It can 
be used to automatically 
turn on/off radiators in 
individual rooms if the 
window is left open, 
thus saving energy. 

Magnetic Trigger

Turn the boiler on or off remotely from 
anywhere via your smartphone. Heat the 

home before you arrive or turn off the heating 
to save energy if you are going to be out late.

Boiler 
Switch

Home 
Thermostat

Home or Away Button
The home or away button can 
be used to put the house into 
‘standby mode’ when leaving, 

or re-activate it upon arrival. 
It can shut down or awaken 

any LightwaveRF devices and 
trigger heating, turn off lights 

or other powered devices.

A wireless thermostat that can be used to 
monitor and set the room temperature. It 
can be used to control multiple radiators 
in one room. 

Room 
Thermostat

Stylish retrofit sockets are 
designed to match the 
dimmer range. They can 
be controlled manually or 
by using a smartphone, 
tablet or any LightwaveRF 
remote. They can even be 
remotely locked for safety.

www.megamanuk.com/lightwaverf

In partnership with



IntroducIng a 
powerful new 
partnershIp 
whIch 
wIll brIng 
smart home 
automatIon 
wIthIn the 
reach of every 
home In brItaIn.
lightwaverf have teamed up with 
megaman®, one of the world’s best known 
low-energy lighting manufacturers.

www.megamanuk.com/lightwaverf

LightwaveRF products represent a 
revolution in heating, lighting and power 
control. These advanced remotely 
controlled intelligent switches, dimmers, 
power sockets and radiator valves are just 
that little bit smarter – and can be operated 
via a smartphone – giving full control from 
anywhere in the world.

where to buy  
the products
lightwaverf products are now available 
through a wide selection of Online 
Retailers, Local Stockists and Electrical 
Wholesalers across the country. For 
a full list of stockists please visit: 
www.megamanuk.com/lightwaverf/
products/where-to-buy

gettIng the best  
out of led lIghtIng
Only by ensuring full compatibility of 
your LED lamps will you get the best 
experience from your dimmable lighting 
setup. All lightwaverf dimmers (400 
series) are fully compatible with a wide 
range of dimmable LED lamps, and are 
rigorously tested on a continuous basis. 
Updated information on compatible 
types can be found at:  
www.megamanuk.com/lightwaverf

Remember: when using lightwaverf 
dimmers, only dimmable lightbulbs 
can be used, even if the dimmer is 
used solely to switch between the ‘ON’ 
and ‘OFF’ states without dimming. 
This is because the technology used 
is fundamentally different to that of a 
simple ‘ON’/’OFF’ switch and requires 
compatible bulb technology.

control your energy 
use from anywhere 
In the world 
The lightwaverf heating range uses 
wireless thermostatic radiator valves 
in combination with a lightwaverf 
boiler switch and room thermostats, 
to achieve fully remote controlled 
heating systems  at an incredibly low 
cost. Every radiator in your house 
can be individually controlled from a 
smartphone or tablet, allowing you to 
set up and manage your heating all 
from the comfort of your armchair  
using the dedicated smartphone or 
tablet app.

Create weekly profiles, monitor and 
set the temperature in real-time and 
save energy using a magnetic trigger to 
detect open windows and turn down 
radiators individually. You can also 
use the lightwaverf energy monitor 
to remotely measure and record your 
home energy use in real-time.

LightwaveRF heating products will be 
available from May 2014.

full control of 
your domestIc 
envIronment 
wherever you are
The lightwaverf smartphone app 
allows accurate monitoring and 
control of domestic heating, lighting 
and power using a free app for 
Apple or Android smartphones or 
tablets. Using the app, home owners 
can link up to six smartphones or 
tablets to their system, allowing 
them to remotely turn on and off any 
lightwaverf devices installed in their 
home, set ‘events’ and ‘times’ at 
the touch of a button, and monitor 
energy usage and costs. 

The free lightwaverf app is available 
from google Play Store (Android) 
and the app Store (Apple).

smart home 
automatIon has 
never been so easy!
The lightwaverf family of intelligent 
dimmers, switches, radiator valves, 
sockets, relays and sensors will change 
the way you control your heating, 
lighting and power forever. They can all 
be controlled from handheld remotes, 
PIR sensors or a smartphone, or just 
manually as you would any ordinary 
switch or socket. 

So a smarter home is now within 
everyone's reach – and the retrofit 
technology allows you to start off with 
just one socket, one room or a whole 
house.

• No mess, no fuss, no rewiring. 
Clean, simple installation process.

• Affordable and accessible. Smart 
Home technology is now within 
everyone’s  reach.

• Control lightwaverf your way – 
locally or using a smartphone or 
tablet from anywhere.


